Ktm owners manual

Super Duke, Freeride. In , a small workshop for repairing bicycles and mopeds of foreign brands
was founded in Austria, which in received its modern name KTM and became one of the largest
manufacturers of motorcycle equipment in Europe. Over the next 10 years, KTM produced
low-cost mopeds and low-powered motorcycles, accessible to all segments of the Austrian
population. However, the turning point in the history of the Austrian brand was , when the
brand's first sports motorcycle was developed. The first successes were not long in coming,
several European and world motocross championships were successively won, and in mass
production of civilian versions of KTM sports motorcycles began. In , in collaboration with the
Indian company Bajaj , cm3 of Duke was created. Production located in India. In , the updated
Duke with a cm3 engine and a more powerful cc engine for the Duke were introduced. A new
Freeride motorcycle concept was shown - something in between an enduro and a trial
motorcycle. At the same time, a cm3 gasoline and electric version of the Freeride comes out. In ,
the company was pleased with the new KTM 50 SXS motorcycle model with a single-cylinder,
two-stroke single engine type and cable drive. The vehicle is characterized by a transverse
engine mount and a mixed lubrication system. Adobe Acrobat Document 3. KTM
Bedienungsanleitung. Adobe Acrobat Document 2. Adobe Acrobat Document 1. KTM , , , Owner
Manual. History of KTM Motorcycles. Quick Links. Page 4 Reproduction, even in part, as well as
copying of all kinds, is permitted only with the express written permission of the copyright
owner. ISO 12 KTM applies quality assurance processes that lead to the highest possible
product quality as defined in the ISO international quality management standard. Page 6 Quick
Selector 2 display Page Means Of Representation 1 All work marked with this symbol requires
specialist knowledge and technical understanding. In the interest of your own safety, have
these jobs performed by an authorized KTM workshop! Your motorcycle will be optimally cared
for there by specially trained experts using the auxiliary tools required. Indicates a current
measurement. Indicates the end of an activity, including potential rework. Formats used The
typographical formats used in this document are explained below. Proprietary name Indicates a
proprietary name. Info The motorcycle is authorized for public road traffic in the homologous
version only. Do not remove any information or warning labels. If they are missing, you or
others may not recognize dangers and may therefore be injured. Degrees of risk and symbols
Danger Identifies a danger that will immediately and invariably lead to fatal or serious
permanent injury if the Federal law prohibits the following acts or the causing thereof: 1 The
removal or rendering inoperative by any person other than for purposes of servicing, repair, or
replace- ment, of any device or element of design incorporated into any new vehicle for the
purpose of noise control prior to its sale or delivery to the ultimate purchaser or while it is in
use, or 2 the use of the vehicle after such device or element of design has been removed or
rendered inoperative by any Page Protective Clothing An appropriate driver's license is needed
to ride the vehicle on public roads. Have malfunctions that impair safety promptly eliminated by
an authorized KTM workshop. Adhere to the information and warning labels on the vehicle.
Work rules Special tools are necessary for certain tasks. The tools are not a component of the
vehicle, but can be ordered using the number in parentheses. Page Owner's Manual The
Owner's Manual is an important component of the vehicle and must be handed over to the new
owner if the vehicle is sold. Page Service Please follow the instructions in the text. The key
number Info You need the key number to order a spare key. If at least one ignition key is still
available, a spare key can be produced. F Hand brake lever The hand brake lever is fitted on the
right side of the handle- bar. The front brake is engaged using the hand brake lever. F Switches
on the left side of the handlebar 6. Possible states Low beam on â€” The menu buttons are used
to control the display on the combina- tion instrument. Button is the UP button. Button is the
DOWN button. Button is the SET button. F Switches on the right side of the handlebar 6. F
Ignition and steering lock The ignition and steering lock is located in front of the upper triple
The ignition key can be removed. Remove the ignition key. The handlebar can now be moved
again. The seat lock can be unlocked using the ignition key. F 6. If you carry a passenger, the
passenger can hold onto the grab handles during the trip. Possible states Passenger foot pegs
folded up â€” The neutral or idle position is between the first and second gears. The foot brake
lever is used to activate the rear brake. The side stand is used for parking the motorcycle. The
safety starting system is inactive. The combination instrument is divided into two function
areas. M Night mode is shown in a dark color. Info The ambient light sensor in the combination
instrument measures the brightness of the environment. The display is brightened, darkened or
switched to the other mode depending on the light intensity measured by the ambient light
sensor. Yellow warnings indicate errors or information which require prompt intervention or an
adjustment to the riding style. Red warnings indicate errors or information which require
immediate intervention. Page 49 Malfunction indicator lamp lights up yellow â€” The OBD has
detected an error in the vehicle electronics. Come safely to a halt, and contact an authorized

KTM workshop. Stop immediately, taking care not to endanger yourself or other road users in
the process, and switch off the engine. Alarm system indicator lamp flashes red â€” Status
message on the alarm system optional. The high beam indicator lamp lights up blue â€” Gear
display Unit for the speed display Speed p. M Shift warning light The shift warning light is
integrated in the tachometer display. In the Shift Light menu, the engine speed for the shift
warning light can be set. Info This value is retained, even if the V battery is discon- nected from
the vehicle or the fuse blows. M 7. If the cooling system overheats, the maximum engine speed
is limited. Possible states The engine is cold â€” Up to three bars light up. The fuel level is
displayed with a slight delay to prevent the indicator from constantly moving while riding. The
fuel level display is not updated while the side stand is folded out or the emergency off switch is
switched off. The Favourites display can be freely configured in the Favourites menu. Info One
to four items of information selected are displayed on two lines. Press the SET button to open
the menu. General information can be accessed in Info. V 7. Favorites and quick selection can
be configured in Settings. Press the SET button to start the pairing. If the search was
successful, the name of the head- set is displayed in the Pairing menu. Press the SET button to
select the device. Press the SET button again to confirm the Confirm menu item. Press and All
entries in the Trip 1 menu are reset. Page Bluetooth Optional V off. The day flashes and is
underlined. Page Preparing For Use 8 Make sure that only tires with a similar tire tread pattern
are fitted to the front and rear wheel. Page 90 When using the vehicle, remember that others
may feel disturbed by excessive noise. The delivery certificate and the Service and
Manufacturer Warranty booklet must be transferred with the vehicle. Guideline Maximum engine
speed During the first: 1, km mi 7, rpm Info During the running-in phase, the shift warning light
is set to a specified value and cannot be changed. Guideline Maximum permissible overall
weight kg lb. The vehicle must be in perfect technical condition when it is being operated. If you
open the throttle during the starting procedure, fuel is not injected by the engine management
system and the engine cannot start. Page Check and, if necessary, correct the coolant level on
the cooling system while it is in a cooled state. Info If unusual noises occur while riding, stop
immediately taking care not to endanger yourself or other road users in the process , switch off
the engine and contact an authorized KTM workshop. Info The gear positions can be seen in the
figure. Your authorized KTM workshop will be glad to help. The fuel in the fuel tank expands
when warm and can escape if overfilled. Page In some countries and regions, the available fuel
quality and cleanliness may not be sufficient. This will result in problems with the fuel system.
Total fuel tank Page Service Schedule 10 Different service intervals may apply in your country,
depending on the local operating conditions. Individual service intervals and scopes may
change in the course of technical developments. The most up-to-date service schedule can
always be found on KTM Dealer. Your authorized KTM dealer will be happy to advise you. Page
Recommended Work Final check: Final check: Check the vehicle for safe operation and take a
test ride. Info The spring preload defines the initial status of the spring operation on the shock
absorber. Position the lifting gear. Mounting pin Front wheel work stand, large Info Always raise
the motorcycle at the rear first. Main work â€” Secure the motorcycle against falling over. Info
The dust boots remove dust and coarse dirt particles from the inside fork tubes. Over time, dirt
can accumu- late behind the dust boots. If this dirt is not removed, the oil seals behind can start
to leak. H Info The service life of the chain depends largely on its maintenance. Preparatory
work â€” If the chain is tensioned too much, the chain, engine sprocket, rear sprocket,
transmission and rear wheel bearings wear more quickly. Some components may break if
overloaded. If the chain is too loose, the chain may fall off the engine sprocket or the rear
sprocket. Guideline Chain tension 5 â€¦ 7 mm 0. F Mount screws but do not tighten yet. Page
Brake System Do not make any changes to the suspension travel. It is not always possible to
compensate for extreme riding situations, for example with luggage loaded with a high center of
gravity, varying road surfaces, steep descents or full braking without disengaging the gear.
Brake discs - wear limit front 4. Page Checking The Front Brake Fluid Level â€” Make sure that
brake fluid for the front and rear brake is changed in accordance with the service schedule. If
there is no free travel on the foot brake lever, pressure builds up in the brake system on the rear
brake. Page Adding Rear Brake Fluid If the brake fluid level drops below the MIN marking, the
brake system is leaking or the brake linings are worn down. H â€” Stand the vehicle upright.
Long-life grease p. The brake linings are correctly positioned. The fork legs straighten. Worn
tires have a negative effect on handling characteristics, especially on wet surfaces. The first two
digits indicate the week of manufacture and the last two digits the year of manu- facture. KTM
recommends that the tires be changed after 5 H years at the latest, regardless of the actual state
of wear. Tire pressure when solo front 2. Automatic switching between the daytime running light
and low beam may only be partially available when visi- bility is significantly impaired due to
fog, snow or rain. When visibility conditions are good, the low beam is switched off and the

daytime running light is switched on. Info The position light lights up with all types of lighting. V
â€” Pull back positive terminal cover â€” Disconnect positive cable from the V battery. The
charging level and the method of charging are very important for the service life of the V
battery. Rapid recharging with a high charging current shortens the service life of the battery. If
the charging current, charging voltage, or charging time is exceeded, electrolyte escapes
through the safety valves. Switch on battery charger. Battery charger In addition, this battery
charger can be used to test the open- circuit voltage, the starting ability of the V battery, and the
alternator. F â€” Preparatory work â€” Switch off the ignition by turning the ignition key to the
posi- tion â€” Guideline Fuse 1 - 30 A - main fuse Fuse 2 - 10 A - combination instrument Fuse 3
- 10 A - power relay Fuse 4 - 15 A - ignition coil, fuel pump, start auxiliary relay, horn Fuse 5 - 15
A - radiator fan Fuse p. Info Turn clockwise to increase the headlight range; turn
counterclockwise to reduce the headlight range. If you have a payload, you may have to correct
the headlight range. The pressure resulting from the warming of the cooling system is regulated
by a valve in radiator cap. Heat expansion causes excess coolant to flow into compensating
tank. The lower the speed, the less the cooling effect. Dirty cooling fins also reduce the cooling
effect. Info If the cooling system overheats, the maximum engine speed is limited. Guideline F
Screw plug, water F â€” Remove radiator cap â€” Completely drain the coolant. Preparatory
work â€” Stand the motorcycle upright on a horizontal surface. Main work â€” Check the engine
oil level. Info After switching off the engine, wait one minute before checking the level. Take off
oil filter cover with the O- ring. V â€” Engine oil 1. Main work â€” Remove filler plug with the
O-ring, and fill up with engine oil. The high pressure forces water into the electrical
components, connectors, throttle cables, and bearings, etc. Pressure which is too high causes
malfunctions and destroys components. Motorcycle cleaner p. Info The heat produced causes
water at inaccessible loca- tions in the engine and on the brake system to evapo- rate. Special
cleaner for glossy and matte paint finishes, metal and plastic surfaces p. Universal oil spray p.
Info After EVERY trip on salted roads, thoroughly clean the motorcycle and, in particular, the
brake calipers and brake linings, after they have cooled down and without removing them, with
cold water and dry carefully. Before storing the motorcycle, check all parts for function and
wear. If service, repairs, or replacements are necessary, you should do this during the storage
period less workshop overload. Page â€” Store vehicle in a dry location that is not subject to
large fluc- tuations in temperature. Info KTM recommends jacking up the motorcycle. Page
Troubleshooting 21 Carry out the start procedure. Coolant p. A Total fuel tank capacity, approx.
Fork oil SAE 4 S1 p. The full text of the Declaration of Conformity is available at the following
Internet address. Use distilled water if the coolant needs to be diluted. The use of premixed
coolant is recommended. Observe the coolant manufacturer specifications for antifreeze
protection, dilution and miscibility compatibility with other coolants. Info Do not use fuel
containing methanol e. E15, E25, E85, E Earlier, engine oils from the automobile industry were
used for motorcycles because there was no separate motor- cycle specification. Whereas long
service intervals are demanded for automobile engines, the focus for motorcycle engines is on
high performance at high engine speeds. Page Index Of Special Terms 27 Light, which
enhances the visibility of the vehicle dur- ing the day but is not focused, and in contrast to low
beam does not illuminate the road surface KTM MY RIDE System for wireless communication
with appropriate cellphones and headsets for telephony and audio Article number circa
compare e. The high beam indicator lamp lights up blue â€” The high beam is switched on.
Page Info This manual is also suitable for: duke eu duke jp duke b. Show all duke cn duke my
duke ph duke co duke th Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links.
See also: Owner's Manual. Ktm owner's manual motorcycle sx, exc exc, xc, xc-w sx, exc, xc,
xc-w exc, xc, xc-w 70 pages. Ktm owner's manual motorcycle sx, sx, sx 48 pages. Ktm owner's
manual motorcycle exc, exc six days xc, xc-w, exc xc, xc-w, exc, exc six days xc, xc-w, exc-e,
exc-e six days 74 pages. NR: 3. Please insert the serial numbers of your motorcycle in the boxes
below Chassis number Engine number Key number Stamp of dealer Page 3 We expressly point
out that work marked with an asterisk in the chapter "Maintenance work on the chassis and
engine" must be performed by a KTM workshop. If mainten- ance work should become
necessary during a competition, it must be performed by a trained mechanic. The engine is
subjected to completely different performance demands on public roads and must be adapted
to these operating conditions. Enter this number in the field on page no 1. Engine number,
engine type The engine number and the engine type are stamped into the left side of the engine
below the engine sprocket. Page 7: Electronic Speedometer, Indicator Lamp Exc The operating
hour counter starts to count as soon as you start the engine. The displayed figure cannot be
cleared. Service intervals are indicated in operating hours for some KTM offroad motorcycles,
making the operating hour counter a very practical function. Page 8: Tripmaster Switch The lap

number is shown at the top and the lap time in hours, minutes and seconds at the bottom of the
display. Page 9 The operating hour counter starts to count as soon as you start the engine. This
is a very useful function for trips taken according to a roadbook. TRP2 is activated by the first
impulse received from the wheel sensor and stops automatically 3 seconds after the last
impulse is received. You will need an additional cable harness, spare part no. Combination
switch EXC The light switch has 2, respectively 3 switch positions. Page Filler Cap 2,3,4,5 6
Filler cap To open it: turn filler cap counter-clockwise. To close it: put filler cap back on and
tighten it by turning it clockwise. No fuel can flow to the carburetor. ON During operation the
twist grip must be turned to ON. Page Kickstarter Push the side stand to the ground with your
foot and load it with the motorcycle. Make sure that you put your bike on solid ground and in a
secure position. For off-road riding, you can use the rubber band additionally secure the center
stand in its folded-up position. Low and high speed refers to the movement of the shock
absorber during compression and not to the speed of the motorcycle. The low and high-speed
technology overlaps. The low-speed setting is primarily for slow to normal shock absorber
compression rates. The high-speed setting is effective at fast compression The degree of
damping can be adjusted by turning adjusting screw a screwdriver. Turning in a clockwise
direction will increase the damping, turning in a counterclockwise direction will decrease the
damping. Page Driving Instructions Arrange for the braking system to be checked by an
authorized KTM dealer, as complete failure of the braking system can be expected. Also check
the state of the brake hose and the thickness of the brake linings. When riding the motorcycle
mainly on the road, it will suffice to have this job performed in the course of the periodical
mainte- nance service. If you are uncertain which spring to use, contact your KTM workshop.
Page Adjusting The Spring Preload On The Fork Sx Adjusting the spring preload on the fork SX
The spring preload on the SX models can be adjusted changed by 10 mm by turning adjusting
screw Turning in a clockwise direction will increase the prestress, turning in a counterclockwise
direction will decrease the prestress. Changing the spring preload will not affect the rebound
damping adjustment. Page Check Chain Tension Check chain tension Jack the motorcycle up
on its frame so that the rear wheel no longer tou- ches the ground. Press the chain upward at
the end of the chain sliding component. The distance between the chain and the swing arm
should be approx. We recommend that you continue to use it. DOT 5. In this way, the position of
the point of pressure i. Page Replacing The Front Brake Pads Checking the rear brake fluid level
The reservoir for the rear brake disk is located on the right side of the motorcycle on the rear
brake cylinder. No air bubble should be visible in inspection glass parked in a vertical position.
Loosen the collar nut Page Tires-Air Pressure see photo. A clear tone must be the result. Dull
tones are indicators of loose spokes. If necessary, have the spokes retightened and the wheel
centered by a KTM dealer. This distance can be corrected by screwing the sensor in or off. Page
Cooling System Remount the radiator protection. Refill oil, until oil is discharged from the bore
of the master cylinder in a bubble-free state. Make sure that the oil does not overflow. The
bleeder syringe can be purchased at your KTM dealer. Having completed the bleeding
procedure, you have to verify that the oil level in the master cylinder is correct. If necessary, fill
up with biode Then adjust to the normal idling speed by means of the air control screw. The idle
jet and the shape of the jet needle throttle valve influences this range. If, despite good
idling-speed and part- throttle setting, the engine sputters and smokes when the throttle is fully
opened and develops its full power not smoothly but suddenly at high engine speeds, the
mixture to the carburetor will be too rich, the fuel level If y
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ou prefer a smoother engine power application, you can mount a diffe- rent ignition rotor and a
different exhaust. Ask your KTM dealer for more information. Remove oil drain plugs into an
appropriate container. Clean the magnets of the oil drain plugs and mount them together with
the appropriate gaskets. Page Cleaning â€” After the motorcycle has been rinsed with a soft
water jet, it should be dried by air pressure and a cloth. Then take a short drive until the engine
has reached the working temperature and also use the brakes. By warming these components,
the residual water can evaporate from inaccessable parts of the engine and the brakes. Page 55
Fuel tap Page 57 ye-re ye-bl multi-func. Page 58 ye-bl multi-func. Page 59 red-black red-white
This manual is also suitable for: sx sx mxc Exc sx Show all exc sx exc sx exc mxc exc exc exc
exc Print page 1 Print document 68 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

